Submit a proposal by 12 May for consideration.
anastasios.fountis@berlinsbi.com

Descriptions, Sub-tracks (to follow)

Track Highlight, Track includes details for Track Chair,

Open to PRME Community

Management Education research.

Hosted by the Berlin School of

(RMER) Conference!

for the next Responsible

Pashkevich as General Secretary; Ekaterina Ivanova, Aurora Diaz Soloaga, and Navruz Erkaev as Vice-Chairs for

Being Chapter Eurasia's second AGM, representatives of 10 Signatory Members from 4 countries gathered to

pedagogy during two insightful sessions led by i5 experts Aurora Diaz Soloaga and Ekaterina Ivanova.

education and fostering collaboration for a more sustainable future. The Chapter is grateful to be a dedicated

PRME SECRETARIAT

Visit the

Applications close on 31 May 2024 (11:59 EDT). Apply now!

PGS Regional Leaders to dedicate their energy and expertise to managing our impactful projects as

empathetic and proactive mindset in addressing sustainability who are willing

Apply to Join PGS Leadership Teams!

PRME GLOBAL STUDENTS

opportunities:

investment, especially inviting

papers that focus on responsible

Aligning with the key themes at

insights, and to network.

investors to engage with each

sustainability and will also be an

is for academic researchers in

focuses on latest research on

The Academic Network Conference

Accepted for this year's cohort.

We are thrilled to share the LEAP Research Cohort in collaboration with

launched on 27 March. This 8-month leadership development

Informational Session on Joining
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